The life of Lenin

Lenin was a revolution. He lived and
breathed and died for it. Born in 1870, in
the sleepy Volga town of Simbirsk, he died
in 1924 at the age of 53 having changed the
course of history throughout the world.
What was the genius that enabled Lenin to
create and sustain a revolution that
constantly hovered on the brink of utter
chaos? It was his incredible strength of will
and personality, his fantastic organisational
ability and complete dedication to the goal
of revolution, which enabled him to
surmount
domestic
dissension
and
disorder, political rivalries, and economic
ruin. It was his supreme ability to adapt, to
change, to pursue any means to achieve his
ends that enabled the revolution to survive.
Louis Fischers book is based on meticulous
sifting of the Soviet sources. The author
first met Lenin in 1922, when the country
was in the throes of revolution and
remained a devoted scholar of Soviet
affairs throughout the rest of his life.

Russian Revolution and Lenins legacy. This new biography gives a fresh and original account of Lenins personal life
and political career. Christopher Read Heres a look at the life of one of the most influential political figures of the
Ilyich Lenin, the founder of the Bolshevik party and the Soviet state.The Life of Lenin has 39 ratings and 4 reviews.
Elisa said: Gigantic book dealing with a gigantic man. I still dont know how to feel about Lenin, but Life and Death of
Lenin [Robert Payne] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This book was digitized and reprinted from the
collections of theLenin was a revolution. He lived and breathed and died for it. Born in 1870, in the sleepy Volga town
of Simbirsk, he died in 1924 at the age of 53 havingThe Life of Lenin. by Louis Fischer. Harper & Row, 724 pp.,
$10.00. Vladimir Lenin drawing by David Levine 1964 promises to be a vintage year for biographiesThe Life of Lenin
[Louis Fischer, Photos] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. By Louis Fischer, 1964. 707 pp., 52 chapters,
appendix,Lenins father, Ilya Nikolayevich Ulyanov, was the fourth child of impoverished tailor Nikolai Vassilievich
Ulyanov (born a serf father) and a far younger womanService knows as much about Lenins life as anybody around.
What he has done is to write a more personal biography of Lenin than has ever been writtenThe life of Lenin [Louis
Fischer] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Lenin was a revolution. He lived and breathed and died for it. Born
inFind out more about the history of Vladimir Lenin, including videos, interesting articles, pictures, historical features
and more. Get all the facts on .What was the genius that enabled Lenin to create and sustain a revolution that and
remained a devoted scholar of Soviet affairs throughout the rest of his life. - 89 min - Uploaded by Secret Life of
Vladimir Lenin Subscribe to STB channel: http:///2u7qrd STB: http://www Born: April 10, 1870. Ulianovsk, Russia
Died: January 21, 1924. Moscow, Russia Russian statesman. The Russian statesman Vladimir Lenin was a profoundly
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